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I will TRY to expound upon and clarify some VERY complex Cosmic physics here.

Basically? And VERY simply?

Remember, 'Time' is an 'unreal' concept that does NOT exist in the Original of
All-That-Is (First Creation etc etc).

But it DOES fulfil a holographic function in the holographic outpicturing of the vast
collective expansion of consciousness - everywhere!

It allows for the gradual and sequenced and structured expansion of that
consciousness in very specific increments if you like, throughout the 'matter'
Cosmayah.

Essentially it 'revolves' (literally) around a series of Cosmic Clocks and as you know,
clocks have a 360 degree 'passage' for 'Time' to move in one complete circle -
rotation.

This is one reason why the Base 12 mathematics in Cosmic Physics is so vital - the
10-Base doesn't cut it here in the structured expansion of consciousness because
the structure of expansion depends upon the clock being circumnavigated through
45 degree shifts in both individual and planetary conscious, energy-momentum!

Angles and degrees and spins and rotations in Cosmic physics are absolutely pivotal
to the successful expression of the Original All-That-is in every universal domain.

Now, what’s so important about moving around the clock-face? I mean, in terms of
consciousness etc?

The Original of All-That-is, The Yunasai, or God-Source, if you want to call it that,
manifests through the First Creation Cosmic Principle, THE Destiny of Joy or the
Path of Knowing-Innocence (frequency-accretion).

This ‘destiny’ is encrypted and exists all ways - eternally.

Passage around a whole clock-face offers expansion of awarised energy so that the
being involved can move into higher, more expanded conscious awareness of -
SELF!



However, the second Cosmic Law (Free-Will) allows a Source-Being in the
holographic outer worlds of holographic creation, to do and be and manifest itself as
- ANYTHING it chooses!

This allows for the manifestation of a different ‘destiny’ (NOT real but illusory) which
can become The Destiny of Sorrow or the Path of Chaos (Unknowing
Innocence and ultimately contraction of frequency-of-consciousness wherein
the being loses ‘sight’ of itself and forgets or disclaims its true identity as
God-Source).

Moving around the Cosmic clock-face allows for beings (including planets and stars
and galaxies) to ‘ascend’ their awareness of Self into more expanded realms of
awarised-energy and consciousness - so that they more clearly recognise WHO they
are!

This way they can ascend the ‘Stairway to Heaven’ and realise themselves once
more as - God-source.

So - ok then - how long does it take to go round the Cosmic Clock?

Depends! On which universe you exist within! Because ALL the universes have their
own!

Now, if we on Earth wish to navigate our consciousness way into the next universe
(dimensions 4 / 5 / 6) of 'higher-consciousness awareness of Self and Life', we must
accrete (collect) enough frequency-of-consciousness here on Earth so that we move
through part of a 45 degree sector of our clock!

That part should have been (until the ‘bad-guys’ intervened!) 26,556 years (a
pre-cessional equinox) - to move round 1.25 degrees!

But, moving a whole 45 degrees would take, (in our version of ‘Time’) 956,016 years!

One pre-cessional equinox of ‘time’ takes 26,556 years and moves us 1.25 degrees
of shift around the clock-face!

We got to get enough frequency-of-consciousness to move to quarter past the 12!

Then we do the same again to move into the next universe of higher-consciousness.
That would mean we had navigated 90 degrees of our clock! We would be at 30
minutes past the hour!

This would take us nearly 2 million years!



So a full movement all the way around our Cosmic Clock would take us about 4
million years to negotiate!

This would give us ALL the frequencies of our Particum, sound-vibration, magnetic,
feminine matter-universe.

And what then?

THEN, we would have to pass around the clock-face one more time to accrete all the
PartikA, anti-matter, masculine, electric, light frequencies of our parallel universe!

This would mean that our assembling ALL the necessary frequencies of our WHOLE
universe, plus our parallel universe, would take us about 8 million years.

So then what?

THEN we ‘qualify’ to accrete the frequencies of our Ecka Universe (WAY vaster and
more expanded in enlightened awareness of Self!).

We would then be in our Eyanic Cosmic Time-Cycle.

And then?

We move still further along the Stairway to Heaven into another vaster, more
enlightened Universe of YOU! (Identity-Self expression).

But - that’s going to take us - FOREVER!

Well, remember that ‘Time’ is relative and meaningful ONLY in the holographic,
lower-frequency universe where ‘we’ exist.

BUT - something happened on the way to catching up with who we are long ago and
it has meant that the Cosmic Structures for sacred living in Unity and Love and Joy
had to be ‘fast-tracked’ via a cosmic fail-safe mechanism and it involves the
activation of a Cosmic Trans-Harmonic Time-Cycle, linking our Earth - right now -
with our Earth’s counterpart planet (yes I told you it was complex!) in another matrix
of planetary expression.

This is another ‘self’ of Earth, just as YOU have ‘other selves’ throughout the Cosmic
Theatre of Life.

This ‘other’ Earth is known as Urtha and life there is fabulously more expanded and
enlightened than it has been ‘down here’!



This fail-safe kicked in initially on December 21st 2012 but was finalised in
December of 2016 with the activation of Earth’s fail-safe Nomi-Code. This was when
Earth herself chose to ascend OUT of this universal blend and into - another -
alongside Her ‘other self’.

This means that She and we (who choose to go with Her) will move into a track of
time far, far, far ahead of us here - in this time-cycle! Many, many thousands of years
ahead in the Cosmic Time-Cycle progression.

And WHY did this sudden, enormous shift happen?

Because for 210,000 years NO pre-cessional equinox has occurred on our Earth so
we have missed a huge chunk of opportunity to ascend and expand into higher
universes as we were supposed to.

In 208,216 B.C. our base Maths shifted to Base-10 and we couldn’t manifest the
same angular spin-speed-movements around the clock-face!

And all of THAT happened because of . . . Fallen Angels such as Drakonians,
Annunaki (not all but most), elite human-hybrids, Necromitons, Dracos, Zetas,
Odedicrons, Omicrons, Fatale, Shan-tar-El and Theta forces all choosing the Destiny
of Sorrow via the Path of Chaos!

Eventually, after about 600 million years of this growing chaos throughout our
universe, the ‘good-guys’ said ‘enough-is-enough’ and instituted the shift into a
whole new universal dynamic, far away from the confusions on Earth, here and now.

So - when does this shift actually manifest?

It’s already begun! You know it has if you are awake to and aware of the crazy
anomalies that are happening every day.

The Sanskrit texts tell us of the end of the Kali Yuga age of despair and it is alleged
to finish either this year or 2025.

But those texts were ‘filtered’ and distorted (like ALL religious texts on Earth) by the
Fallen agenda and they tell of a similar tale told above but without the structured
programme that the Cosmic programme for expansion actually provides.

There IS a true Destiny of Joy through the Pathway of KNOWING Innocence and it
is the alternative pathway (of chaos) that much of our religious texts tell us about!



However, life DID get very tricky down here for tens of thousands of years and it is
only in the last 7 years that a new direction has appeared - to bring us back into the
Original of All-That-Is - and - AS YOU ARE!

**********************


